
 
 

TE-CR 18 Li - Solo 

                                    Cordless Radio 
Item No.: 3408015 

Ident No.: 11015 
 

Bar Code: 4006825609196 
 

The TE-CR 18 Li-solo cordless radio is the practical and robust workshop radio. With its replaceable system battery, this device can be operated with 
the same 18 V batteries as all other Power X-Change products. The integral antenna and 10 storage spaces for radio stations allow stations to be 
selected with flexibility. The radio station and time can be read off the high-quality LCD display quickly and easily. Thanks to the high-quality 90 mm 
loudspeaker and robust plastic housing, the radio delivers a full sound. For even greater musical enjoyment, the AUX in connector can be used to 
connect a mobile phone or an MP3 player. Supplied complete with connection cable, but without a battery & charger, as supplement to the Power X- 
Change series. 

 
Features 

 
- Member of the Power X-Change family 
- Storage space for 10 radio stations 
- Inclusive  connector cable for mobile phone, MP3-Player, etc. 
- Loudspeaker diameter of 90mm 
- High-quality LCD display with display of the time 
- Delivery without battery and battery charger (sep. available) 
- Integrated antenna and AUX in connector 
- Practical carry handle and possibility for wall fastening 
- Rear side storage possibility of mobile phone, MP3-Player, etc. 

 
 

Technical Data 
 

- Accumulator                                           18 V  |  Li-Ion 
- Frequency AM                                        522  -  1620 kHz 
- Frequency FM                                        87.5  -  108 MHz 
- Number of station presets (AM/FM)       10  /  10 

 

 

Logistic Data 
 

- Tool weight                                             0.61 kg 
- Gross Weight                                         0.76 kg 
- Pieces per export carton                        4 Pieces 
- Gross weight of export carton                3.6 kg 
- Dimensions Export Carton                     295 x 215 x 240 mm 
- Container quantitiy (20''/40''/40''HC)      6840 | 13680 | 15200 

 
 
 

 
 

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery 
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved 

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory 
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